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We’re Young Ocean Explorers! x2

VERSE 1
Let’s explore our ocean
From the shallows to the deep
It’s a magical place where creatures live
And eat and play and sleep

Let’s dive down below the waves
To meet some kiwi friends
We’ll film them all so you can see them
Through our camera lens

CHORUS
Let’s love our sea, let’s love our sea
In Aotearoa
Let’s care for the shore
And the creatures that swim free
Let’s love our sea, let’s love our sea
We got to go about givin’ it
Love for those who live in it
Aroha from you and me!

We’re Young Ocean Explorers! x2

VERSE 2
Hey look it’s a friendly turtle!
With a great big beautiful shell
It swims like a birdie flying through the sea
Its flippers flap so well

Hey look it’s friendly sharks!
With fins upon their backs
Their eyes and noses are very good
At finding tasty snacks

CHORUS (with ‘Love our sea’ echoes)

VERSE 3
Hey look it’s a great big octopus!
Swimming through the ocean
See it move its eight long arms
In a wiggly squiggly motion

Hey look it’s giant whales!
Dancing in the blue
They feed and sing and splash all day
With tails that wave at you

CHORUS (with ‘Love our sea’ echoes)

That’s right!
Aroha from you and
Keep the ocean blue and
Love from you and me!

Let’s all love our sea!
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